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Welcome to Sprite Torque
Welcome to the November edition of Sprite Torque.!
Thank you to everyone for sending me your articles
and photographs. It makes my job so much easier.
In this issue, there are some great articles ive dug up
for your reading pleasure. And for that special, hard to
buy for person in your life, a Christmas Gift Guide
based on what’s available on Ebay. It truly is a source
of goodness.
In this issue is a new section “ In the Shed with…....”.
If you have photographs of your man cave/shed of
seclusion and would like to have them featured.
Please feel free to write me a little description of your
shed and send me some photographs.
If you have anything to share, please send them to
bron.wray@gmail.com
Stay Spritely
Bron
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President’s Report
This magazine may be our last this side of Christmas and I would like to wish every one of you a very Happy Christmas.
We have started to gain some momentum again and we have over 330 members in the club at present. This is also the
time for Conditional Registrations and we can take the opportunity to see Colin before the Christmas rush and even at
the AGM to pass the inspection.
All going well we will have some new member’s join the committee for 2019 and this should see some fresh ideas flow
through with their input.
Carol Dodds will start work on the much anticipated 2020 Birthday Bash, that’s right, the Sprite Car Club of Australia
will be turning 60 years old. That on its own is a great milestone, but to be the Oldest Sprite Car Club in the world is
something we should hang onto. It is a proud and much revered position for us to be in.
With the 60 th birthday being a very, very successful evening and over attended for the numbers expected and the
60 th birthday of the Bugeye Sprite being very, very popular you had best get your name down ASAP.
With the run up to Christmas on its way we are drawn to the upcoming events and the Tuesday night Pie meet is back
on again.
We have changed it up and are catching up at Harrys Café Dinner on the Horsley Drive and will run these on the THIRD
TUESDAY of each month.
Paul Barbara has done a Tuesday evening drive by of the area and there is plenty of parking spaces along with several
options for meals.
THE THIRD TUESDAY OF THE MONTH, 7pm
The Annual Fish and Chip run will be on in January again and Avis and Elise will be looking at a fresh path to Woy Woy.
Already in the preliminary phases, we may end up crossing some very different ferry’s along the run.
The home front has been very busy and I can report little to no work on the Austin 7 being undertaken.
I have worked on the FE Holden and the new dash is all sorted with the exception of finding some switch knobs for the
two speed wipers and the washer.
I did find a new old stock one on ebay for $570 but thought it a little too rich.
Barry’s tractor is up and running but has intermittent fuel issues. This is governed by a very rusty., dirty fuel tank and
we need to try and clean it out correctly.
We tried the nuts, bolts and washer trick and carefully placed 56 items in the tank. The plan was to count them all
when finished to ensure we got them all out. We got to around 50 and were struggling to remember how many we
put in to start with. I am almost certain there is a screw loose somewhere.
Number one tractor is still not running and may end up as garden art while number three is now a running concern.
We have made a cracking ROps system for it, while I did the measure and the cutting, Andrew undertook the welding
and I even got to have a play with the big boys. I received a “B+” on my report card.
Exhaust and wiring should see the old girl back in the paddock doing some well paid for work.
The chooks have commended my attention of late, the back yard looks like a golf driving range, divots everywhere
along with so many sand traps you would swear we were in the desert. So they are getting a new house and yard that
they can share with the stinking rabbits.
This should be finished by about 2024.
That’s it for me
Greg Holden, President SCCA

MINUTES OF MONTHLY MEETING -13th November 2018
Venue: Parramatta RSL Club, Parramatta
Meeting commenced: 7.30pm
Present: Committee members: Graham Wells, Greg Holden, David Baigent, Kerry Smith, Ross Reichardt,
Rod Pringle, Les Payne, Paul Barbara, Avis Fowler.
Members: Harley Pringle.
Apologies: Colin Dodds, Leah Holden, Barry Cockayne
Minutes of Previous Meeting: Minutes of the previous meeting were presented by Graham Wells. Moved
accepted Les Payne, David Baigent. Carried.
Business Arising: None other than items in the agenda.
Treasurer’s Report: Les Payne reported.
General Account:
Opening balance

$6,234.55

Deposits
$1,130.00
Payments CAMS affiliation

$1,250.00

S.S. catering

$58.80

ABD catering

$305.50

Closing balance 31/10

$5,750.25

Savings Account:
Opening balance

$45,893.82

Interest
$15.34
Closing balance 31/10

$45,909.14

Business Transaction Account:
Opening balance

$8.908.84

Deposit:

nil

Payments:
CSCA trophy levy

$300.00

S.T Sept printing

$278.00

Bank Fees
Closing balance

$10.00
31/10

$8,320.84

Debit Account
Opening balance

$956.13

Deposits:

nil

Payments: ABD stationery

$68.00

ABD stationery

$27.84

Closing balance 31/10
$860.29
Total Cash in Bank
$60,840.52
Moved accepted Greg Holden, seconded David Baigent. Carried

Ross Reichardt asked if we have had any suggestions with regards ways to spend some surplus funds to benefit
members. A suggestion was made that we could hold a come & try day or a driver training day at one of the
smaller race tracks. Marulan has been upgraded & could be a good option. The day could have some social/BBQ
input.
David Baigent volunteered to follow-up & see what it would cost.
Secretary’s Report: Graham Wells reported correspondence:
Incoming:
-CAMS Speedread, Affiliation receipt
-Shoalhaven Historic Vehicle Club, National Motoring Heritage Day May 19, 2019
-Parramatta Council, CARnivale January 26, 2019
-All British Car Club, Display Day September 15, 2019
-Brochures: Shannons Auction
- Magazines: Mascot, Goblins Gazette, Mini Car Club.
Outgoing;
-CAMS affiliation.
Coming Events:
Coming social & competition events for 2018 & start of 2019 are:
-Friday, November 16th Drive through Royal National Park.
-Tuesday, November 20th Harrys Cafe
-Sunday, November 25th AGM & Xmas BBQ
-Sat/Sunday, December 1/2nd HSRCA Historics SMSP
-Saturday, December 8th Morning coffee at Lake Parramatta
-Friday, December 7th Mystery Lunch’
-Tuesday, December 18th Harry’s Cafe
-Friday, January 18th January Fish & Chip run to Kiama
-Tuesday, January 15th Harry’s Cafe
-Saturday, January 19th Fish & Chip run to Woy Woy.
-Sunday, January 26th CARnivale at Parramatta Park.
-Friday, February 15th Drive to Greenwell Point.
-April 14th SCCA Supersprint at SMSP
-Sunday, May 19th National Motoring Heritage Day.
-Sunday, September 15th Display Day.
CAMS/CMC:
-No activity other than SpeedRead.
CSCA/Competition. David Baigent reported:
-CSCA calendar has been finalised with SMSP with a good spread of dates.
-Our round is on April 14th and planning is well underway.

-MGCCN indicated they do not want to run the September 14th round at SMSP. It is proposed that CSCA run
the event with sponsorship from the other clubs. One club will have to be the nominal club as CSCA is not a
CAMS affiliated car club. All present agreed that we would be the nominal club if required.
Regalia: Avis Fowler reported .
-No sales activity this month. We still have some old stock & odd sized stock. All agreed we will try & move
some of this at the AGM at reduced prices.
Sprite Torque: Greg Holden reported.
-There was a problem with the printed October magazines. Mail out this week.
-November edition is underway.
-Keep articles coming to Bronwyn Wray so she has a collection to choose from each month.
Web-site: David Baigent reported:
-Events calendar has been updated.
Facebook: Harley Pringle reported:
-Normal activity. There was an interesting post from Victoria regarding the consequences of a vehicle on
conditional registration being stopped for speeding and the log-book not having an entry for the day. to
Membership: Ross Reichardt reported four member applications.
-Maria McCabe who has a 1970 MG Midget
-Denes Kiss. No vehicle information & Ross will follow-up.
-Keiran Sproule who has a 1959 Sprite.
-Michael, Resel, Bayliss & Dare Servante who have a 1964 Sprite.
Moved accepted Greg Holden, seconded Graham Wells. Carried.
We currently have 336 members.
AGM.
-Graham Wells has trestle tables & some chairs, drink tubs.
-New BBQ approved with a cost limit of $1000.
-Nominations received for most positions except Social & Vice-President.
-Graham Wells organising salads & desserts, Greg Holden will organise the rest.
Club Awards:
Most of the perpetual trophies have been returned. Greg Holden will check last year’s point score results &
identify who has missing ones. Les Payne is getting engraving done this week so some may have to be done
later. The Clubmanship award was discussed & no new member was considered to have met the award criteria
last year.
Greg Holden will write something for Sprite Torque regarding the awards & the criteria for them.
Drive to Survive:
Ellie Baigent has not done the course as yet because of HSC priorities.
Paul Barbara will follow-up on the other two candidates.
Greg Holden will send the information to Bronwyn Wray for Sprite Torque calling for 2019 nominations.
General Business:
Paul Barbara check out the Wetherill Park Harry’s Café. Plenty of parking mid-week evenings & other
alternative food available nearby. We will run the 3rd Tuesday for the next three months. David Baigent will
send out a Chimp Mail message.
Meeting closed at 8.58 pm.
Next meeting: December 11th, 2018 in the Executive Meeting Room at Parramatta RSL Club, cnr. O’Connell &
Macquarie Sts., Parramatta at 7.30 p.m.

Show us your shed…
Shedding light on his shed
this month is– Rob Howes

Christmas Barbeque

This year we are having our Christmas barbecue a
week earlier than usual to avoid a clash with the
HSRCA Historic Race Meeting. As in previous years
the Annual General Meeting will be after the BBQ.
The Club will be providing food & drink so just bring
yourself, partner and chairs and enjoy an afternoon
of good friendship.
When: Sunday 25th November
Time: BBQ after 12.00, food usually on about 1.00pm
AGM about 2.30 pm
Where: 6 Annangrove Road, Kenthurst.
Contact: Graham Wells 96541344.

CARnivale in the Park
Parramatta Council is organising CARnivale in Parramatta Park on
Australia Day, Saturday 26th January 2019. It will run from 10.00am
to 4.00 pm on the grassed area near Old Government House.
If you wish to visit, parking is limited but parking is available in the
nearby Westfield or around Parramatta CBD. Free shuttle buses
run between the park and around the Parramatta district.
If you wish to exhibit you have to register by individual car, there is
no group or club registration. Registration is at
www.ausdayparramatta.com.au/carnivale and registrations close
on Friday, November 23rd.
We will list this event in the Club calendar but at the moment
there is no organised run.
Graham Wells

On Track with David Baigent – SCCA Report
The final round of the CSCA series took place at the weekend on Sunday 21st September.
Like a number of other regular competitors, I drove to Wakefield Park on Saturday afternoon to take advantage
of the Scrutineering window between 3:30pm & 4:30pm.
After spending the morning mountain biking with my son at Ourimbah, I headed off about 1:15pm in 30 degree
sunshine with my road car on the trailer as my race car still has no engine in it.
All was well until approximately 60km from Goulburn when an apocalyptic storm rained downed on me slowing
my progress from 110km/hr to a measly 80Km/hr for safety reasons. It was truly the worst storm I have driven
through for many years and I understand it went on to batter Sydney on Saturday evening. Thankfully on arrival
at Wakefield, the skies cleared and I was able to unload a very wet Midget in comparative dryness. Already at
3:30pm, car ports were at a premium and I made my home next to Andrew McLaughlin who had brought his
Elfin MS8 out for a spin. Tony Davis & Craig Barney were both nearby with their MX5’s. Scrutineering done we
headed off into town as a few more SCCA members rolled in to the pits.
After Saturday’s torrential rain, I was not sure what to expect on Sunday but thankfully the day dawned clear &
bright & remained that way all day. In fact, weather wise it was probably the best day I have ever experienced
at WP, clear dry, light wind, warm but not too hot – just about perfect.
We had a good turnout of members in their Marque Cars & Associate vehicles, 12 in total. Peter Smith had
brought his beautiful blue Sebring Sprite out for some serious track action and Kieran Sproule, son of John
Sproule, had come to show dad the full potential of his Bugeye Sprite. I am not aware of anyone having any
issues with Scrutineering and the event got underway bang on time at 9:00am. I watched quite a few of our
members on track and all appeared to be having fun and dropping their times as the day went on. There were
very few delays during the day which meant that we could all have as many runs as we liked. 7 runs were
available followed by a 15 minute session – one of the Lotus boys did 61 laps although the most done by a
SCCA member was 48 by both Tony Davis & Craig Barney.
As I said earlier, I was running in my road car but amazingly I managed to get under 1:25s (just) running on $90
skinny Kumho road tyres – and I didn’t spin, in fact I didn’t see any of our members spin. That time was good
enough for 86th place – or 4th from last depending on how you look at life. I was happy with that and the fact the
car ran faultlessly all day although using a lap sash seatbelt and a standard seat leaves a lot to be desired,
coming round the top of the circuit I was nearly driving from the passenger seat!
There edited results are here & will be up on Natsoft very shortly.
There are some impressive times here, I think Tony set a PB or is very close to it. David Hunt was the fastest
Sprite with an excellent 1:12.7935s almost a full second ahead of Bob Rowntree in his Bugeye Sprite. As usual
David set his fastest time on the very last lap of the day. I think Kieran Sproule should get a special mention as
he certainly showed John the full potential of the car they shared by setting an excellent 1:15.9721s.
I would like to thank every SCCA Member who has competed at a Supersprint this year. The calendar has not
been ideal but fortunately we have been able to negotiate a much better spread of events over 2019.
I can share the preliminary 2019 Calendar with you today, I doubt that there will be any changes to this but not
every event is locked in 100% yet so just be aware of that. Having said that, please start planning for the 2019
season & it would be great to see some more people out next year. If you want to know how, just ask me as I
am happy to help with advise and set up.

Round 7
Results:

TSOA

Wakefield
Park

21Sep-18

Competitor
Andrew
Mclaughlin

Vehicle

SCCA
Class

Elfin MS8

Associate

16

R1

4

Tony Davis

Mazda MX5

Associate

18

3BM

2

Craig Barney

Mazda MX5

22

3AM

1

David Hunt
Bob
Rowntree
Kieran
Sproule
Ray
McLachlin

AH Sprite

Associate
Sprite/Mi
dget
Sprite/Mi
dget
Sprite/Mi
dget

37

DC1

1

41

DC1

2

53

DC1

3

Associate

67

3BM

12

Associate
Sprite/Mi
dget

73

R1

6

Peter Smith

Toyota GT86
AH Sprite
(Honda)
AH Sebring
Sprite

76

DC1

4

James Finn

Saab 900 T

77

3BM

14

John Sproule

AH Sprite

Associate
Sprite/Mi
dget
Sprite/Mi
dget

84

DC1

5

86

C1

1

Paul Hunt

AH Sprite
AH Sprite

David Baigent MG Midget

Overall
Position

CSCA
Class

Positi
on in
Class

Lap
Time
1:09.75
56
1:09.89
89
1:10.16
11
1:12.79
35
1:13.34
89
1:15.97
21
1:18.18
42
1:18.83
59
1:19.45
19
1:20.07
41
1:21.91
89
1:24.91
48

AllAll British Day Concours Results
Concours results
Mk 1 Sprite
1. Ron Farlow - Overall Concours Winner
2. Vince Cessario
3. Bob Thomas
Mk2-2a Sprite – Mk1 Midget
1. Michael Meadows
2. Graham Wells
3.Rod Pringle
Mk3—a – Mk 2 Midget
1. David McIntyre
2. Neil Scott
3. Norm MerJane
Mk 4-4a –Mk3 miget
1. Lachlan Barr
2. Andrew Booth
3. Peter Hazlewood
Modified Race car
1. Andrew Woodall
2. Keith Smith
Associate Car
1. Mike Woodall
2. Robyn Hines
3. Marlene Pizzuto

The Perfect gift for Christmas

Gregory Strange Motor Mechanic
Sydney home of Sprite’s and Big Healeys’
Sympathetic servicing and repairs to most
English and Classic Sports Cars.
We also look after your daily drives.
All employees are SPRITE CLUB members
Associated with the Sprite Club since the 1970’s
117 Cleveland Street, Chippendale, 2008
Phone 93192299 0412 811 958

The Austin Healey Sprite – Supercharged! Autocar August 1960
Thirty years ago it was not unusual for sports car manufacturers to include at least one supercharged model in
their range. Today, there is only one supercharged car among the many standard models in the price list of new
cars at the back of The Autocar - the Austin-Healey Sprite; the installations are carried out by Donald Healey
Ltd., of Warwick.
In popular imagination, a supercharger is associated with temperamental and unreliable high-performance
machinery that will not run at low engine speeds. This traditional idea is refuted by the car tested, for the
Austin-Healey was docile in traffic, would tick over without misfiring, and still had an invigorating road
performance. A Shorrock unit working on the eccentric vane principle is the supercharger employed. Drive is by
twin belts from the pulley mounted on the front end of the crankshaft, and the maximum boost is 7 p.s.i.
Twice since its introduction in 1958 the Austin-Healey Sprite has been road tested by The Autocar, and many
readers would naturally like a comparison of this car with the unblown version. It costs £713, against £632 for
the standard car. There is an increase in maximum b.h.p. from 43 at 5,000 r.p .m, to 68 at 5,700 r.p.m. and of
torque from 531b ft at 3,300 r.p.m. to 6511lb ft at 3,000 r.p.m.
As a result, there is a marked improvement in all performance figures; th e standing quarter-mile time is better
by 2sec—19.7 instead of 21.7-and 80 m.p.h. (nearly the maximum speed of the standard car) can be reached
from a standstill in 1sec less than the 0-70 m.p.h. figure of the unblown model. It is not possible to draw direct
comparisons for acceleration times in the speed ranges we normally quote for the indirect gears, since the
ratios are different from those of, Sprites previously tested. This fact should be borne in mind also when
comparing the tractive effort results. A mean maximum speed of 87.2 m.p.h, was achieved, but the engine
would not quite reach 6,000 r.p.m, in top gear, even with a slightly favorable wind behind it.
As will be noted from the performance table, it was found possible to record the 10-30 m.p.h. acceleration time
in top gear, which had proved impracticable with the unblown cars, This demonstrates one of the greatest
advantages of supercharging-the increase in low-speed torque and improved flexibility-and to drop below 20
m.p.h, in top gear and pull away again was not an unreasonable action. It was even found possible to open the
throttle fully below 10 m.p.h, in that gear without producing pinking or transmission snatch. This added
tractability and docility gave the car a remarkable charm, and one always felt that there were many more c.c.
under the bonnet than was actually the case. For leisurely driving, second gear proved quite adequate when,
moving away from rest.
Obviously there are some snags, for it is impossible to get something for nothing. There is an increase in petrol
consumption, and there is the additional cost of 100-octane fuel instead of premium grade, on which the
standard Sprite will run perfectly happily; overall fuel consumption for 1,415 miles of the test was 28.3 m.p.g.,
but a gentle drive through 100 miles of quiet countryside, not exceeding 3,500 r.p.m. in any gear, returned a
figure of 35 m.p.g. With the increased consumption, the standard 6-gallon fuel tank considerably curtails the
cars range between refills.
Oil consumption-2,200 m.p.g.-is heavier than that previously recorded, but the engine had completed nearly
14,000 miles of rapid test and demonstration driving. As well as this, the supercharger is lubricated also from
the engine sump, and consumes a small quantity of oil. One beneficial aspect of this is that small amounts of oil
are fed constantly into the combustion chambers, and when starting from cold the amount is at its largest, due
to residue collecting in the supercharger unit. Starting a cold engine caused no difficulties; the choke had to be
used, but as soon as the engine fired there was no further need for this control, and the engine continued to
tick-over smoothly.
Our initial experience with the car was not too satisfactory; standard sparking plugs, Champion N5s, soon gave
up under the strain of fast running and had to be replaced by the harder Champion N3s. We were warned that
these might tend to oil up if the engine' were run too slowly, or allowed to tick-over for too long, but there was
never any sign of this happening. Secondly, the standard cylinderhead gasket–a copper-asbestos type–blew; the
steel-asbestos one fitted in its place gave no trouble. After these adjustments it was found that the engine was
unable to take prolonged use of full throttle without the water temperature reaching boiling point, and the, oil
pressure dropping severely. When running very hot the engine occasionally misfired. On inspection is was
thought that the overheating problem could possibly be rectified partially by the addition of a small

baffle at the top of the radiator grille to direct more air through the core. It was also obvious that a
considerable high-pressure area built up under the bonnet, preventing a good flow of air through the
radiator; a few small vents along the top of the bonnet might obviate this. An oil cooler would be
another possibility.
A slightly higher back-axle ratio–obtainable as an optional extra–might be advantageous, especially if
the car is to be cruised constantly at high speed. Admittedly such a modification would 'result in a slight
loss in acceleration, but it would mean that full performance could be used for longer periods without
any undue worry about the engine. A B.M.C. close-ratio gearbox had, been fitted. Overall ratios in first
and third are slightly higher than those of the standard 'box, but second gear has ' been raised from
10.02 to 8.03 to 1 and gives a maximum speed-at 6,000 r.p.m.-of 46 m.p.h.-an extra 9 m.p.h. This
particular gearbox was a delight to use, and one was not troubled by the rather weak syncromesh.
Some difficulty was,found in engaging first or second gear when the car was stationary.
The supercharger unit is installed very neatly on the near side of the engine, although the top of the S.U.
carburettor dashpot is rather high and necessitates a slight bulge in the bonnet pressing. Access to most
components needing regular attention is unaffected, and only the mechanical petrol pump,
which'supplies adequate fuel for the increased thirst of the engine, is difficult to reach. Weight
distribution has been little affected by the addition of the unit. No extra engine noise is noticeable and
the very slight whine from the supercharger is only occasionally detectable. .
Experience with other Sprites that have been made to go faster than the manufacturer originally
intended has already shown that the rest of the car is well able to cope with the increased performance.
For all normal, non-racing purposes the drum brakes are adequate, and on this car, after hard use, there
was only a very slight sign of fading and a little roughness. Disc brakes for the front are offered as very
worth-while optional extras. With its lever mounted between the seats, the handbrake is very positive
and held the car on a l-in-3 test hill without the need to exert maximum pull. On this same incline the
car moved away from standstill without any difficulty.
Only modification to the suspension has been the inclusion of an anti-roll bar on the front end, but on
the already firm suspension the effect of this is hardly noticeable, except during very severe cornering.
The increased tyre pressures, however, which are recommended. to deal with the greater performance,
exaggerate the rather harsh ride on all surfaces except the very smoothest, The suspension is not silent,
even at slow speed, but one should not count this as criticism on an expensive sports car.
Manœuvres on a steering pad confirm the opinion formed on the road that handling characteristics of
the Sprite are neutral, although, the driver may receive an impression of oversteer due to the form of
suspension-quarter-elliptic leaf springs-used on the rear of the car and rather "quick" steering. On
rough roads the firm suspension causes the rear of the car to hop outwards readily when cornering, but
the light and precise steering allows the driver to retain perfect control without any difficulty. A slight
"stickiness" in the steering cannot be described as a fault, since this is usual with cars using rack-andpinion units when new–the chassis had not done as many miles as the engine–and is known to wear off
with use.
Sidescreens with Perspex sliding panes are well made, but the mountings were slightly insecure and
permitted the frames to rattle. Rain came in under the hood in a number of places and dripped down
the inside of the windscreen. With the sidescreens removed the occupants were still well protected, but
there is no special stowage space for these items; The hood, made from a strong p.v,c, material, can be
erected or lowered very much faster than is often the case with open sports cars, and with it stowed
away in the back much of the chassis noise disappears in the wind.
Except for the unusually long-legged or the very tight' skirted it is not difficult to enter or dismount,
even when the hood is up, and it is quite surprising just how muchroomthere is in the cockpit of the
Sprite. One does not have to drive with one's arms knocking against the door and the passenger.
Indeed, for all except those above average height, the driving position is very comfortable. The seat
backs curve round to give lateral location, and the squab runs far enough forward to support the thigh
almost to the knee. Only the position of the central driving mirror, which obscures the view of the
nearside wing, prevents the all-round visibility being excellent even with the hood up.

Those owners who intend to use the Sprite for touring are handicapped by the absence of room for luggage.
Partly for the sake of economy, and partly to increase structural rigidity, access to the luggage compartment
can be gained only by folding forward the seats, since no outside lid is provided. In this compartment lives also
the spare wheel, a very small tool kit, and the hood when it is not in use. This does not leave a great deal of
room for suitcases, and contortions are called for if a small item finds its way to the rear of this compartment,
and has to be retrieved. In each door is a deep pocket which will hold almost everything one could want to
carry in the way of maps and other odds and ends, even a lady's moderately sized handbag.
A wooden-rim steering wheel–a Donald Healey accessory–was fitted to the road test car. It is one of the better
examples of steering wheel, but as fitted to the Sprite its three spokes,.masked more of the instrument panel
than one would like. Instruments are as on the standard car–petrol gauge, speedometer, rev counter, ammeter
and combined oil pressure and water temperature gauge. On the passenger's side there is a grab handle and
mounted centrally on the facia is the trafficator switch, which, is not self-canceling. Since the warning light for
the rum indicator was obscured by a spoke of the steering wheel in the straight-ahead position and there was
little, if any, warning noise, there is . a tendency to leave the indicators flashing.
Automatic parking windscreen wipers gave a clean sweep but could cover a larger area with advantage; a more
powerful horn should be fitted. A great deal has been said about the frontal appearance of the Sprite, but the
reason for the slightly goggle-eyed head lamps is compliance with minimum height regulations for these units
in the' United States, where many of these' cars have been sold. Increased performance of the supercharged
car has outpaced the illumination provided by the head lamps.
With a catch under the front, the bonnet hinges back as a complete unit and is held by two automatic stays; an
additional support can be brought into use for extra safety. Access to the engine is not easy, and as it is
mounted 'so low one must assume a rather unnatural stooping posture to work: on it. . For comfort in working
it might be better to remove the bonnet completely. The bodywork was remarkably rattle-and shakefree. Servicing requirements include attention to eight lubrication points every 1,000 miles.
Quite sensibly, the basic Sprite model is marketed without any additional refinements, allowing those with a
minimum to spend to afford one, For tho se, with more money available there is a long list of optional extras. It
has been said in the past that the Sprite is an entertaining , safe and very roadworthy small motorcar; the
addition of the supercharger has in no way detracted 'from that appraisal. In fact, it has made it a more flexible
and potent little vehicle with a peculiar charm very much of its own. The particular test car was supplied by
Healey Speed Equipment Ltd., of Grosvenor Street, London, W.l. That this concern has the fullest confidence in
the blown Sprite isborne out by the fact that they continue to honour the terms of the usual British Motor
Corporation warranty.

This article is reproduced from the August 19 1960 issue of Autocar.

Autocar June 2, 1961
With the introduction of their Austin-Healey Sprite in May 1958, the British Motor
Corporation no doubt had young people mainly in mind as customers. An open twoseater, small and economical to run, its initial cost was kept low and its good handling
qualities quickly earned it a name for safety.
In standard form the performance was insufficient perhaps to justify the name sports
car but the sporting character of the car was obvious. Latent possibilities in engine
power and handling soon encouraged enthusiasts to tune and otherwise improve Sprites
.until they could enter national and international competitions with marked success. In
rallies, tuned Sprites have proved true successors to the M.G. Midgets and Austin
Seven specials of earlier days. Donald Healers,plans have been fully justified by the
array of awards in sporting events during the last three years, and good commercial
judgment on the part of the manufaetuiers has also been confirmed by the popularity of
the Sprite in export markets.
Now the familiar, rather pert-looking Sprite is to be replaced by an improved and
completely rebodied Mark II version which riot only has a more svelte appearance but
better acceleration, slightly higher top speed and much greater convenience for
everyday use. The total home market price of the new model will be barely £10 more
than the model superseded.
The most obvious changes for the Mark II Sprite are the completely restyled bonnet
and grille, squared up and rather reminiscent of those of its attractive close relative, the
Innocenti 950, assembled in Italy. The headlamps are incorporated in the wings. At the
rear the bodywork provides a reasonably large boot with lid, and increased stowage
space behind the seats. The restyling includes squared off wheel arches and vestigial
fins, rounded off by moulded lamp covers.

Reflecting the ever-increasing weight of opinion in favour of safety belts,
the body shell of the car has been modified to provide anchorages for seat
belts of an approved type.
When the Sprite was originally conceived, the intention was to fair the
headlamps into the combined bonnet and wing structure. Unfortunately,
late in the development stage it was discovered that the designed height of
the lamps did not comply with certain American state laws. Various
schemes to retract the lamps into the bonnet top were considered but
rejected on the score of unreliability and cost; the alternative, which was
adopted, was to moimt the lamps in their now familiar" pop-eyed "
position.
Although there were initial misgivings about this, the sterling qualities of
the little car made so many friends for it that this slightly unusual
appearance soon became accepted as a characteristic. Certainly they were
good lamps to drive behind, and were easily removed for sporting events.
On the Mark II car the whole front end and bonnet structure has been
reengineered, and the front wings now form a welded-on extension of the
scuttle, tied together at their forward ends by a horizontal pressed panel
and the front vertical panel incorporating the radiator grille. The new
hinged bonnet gives good access to the engine and its accessories; only the
front suspension will be more difficult to approach, although not more so
than with other conventional cars.
On the original Sprite, the rear body panel was a stressed member, joining
the rear wheel arches of the car. While this was a light and strong solution
from an engineering point of view, it made access to the luggage space
beneath it difficult because the spare wheel and any baggage had to be
inserted between the backs of the seats and the front edge of the panel. In
the course of the car's life there have been frequent demands for a more
convenient means of loading luggage. In the Mark II Sprite an 8in. wide
panel with internal bracing does the load-bearing duty of the original rear
panel, and a boot lid is provided for access to the luggage space.
Additionally, the cockpit length has been increased by almost a foot, so
that there is now a space behind the seats for more baggage or even a
small child.

Although the length of the car appears greater because of the new front
wing and headlamp treatment, in fact it is no more than before. The body
improvements have brought an increase in all-up weight of 591b, the
maker's total weight being 1,5251b as compared with 1,466Ib.
Compensating for this, the maximum power of the engine has been
increased from 42.5 b.h.p. net to 46.5 b.h.p. at 5,500 r.p.m., and the point
of maximum torque is lowered 'from 3,300 r.p.m. to 2,750 r.p.m. This
increase in power follows four detail changes in engine design: flat-topped,
solid-skirt pistons with three compression rings and one oil control ring
replace the older camshaft gives a longer inlet valve opening time; inlet
valve diameters are increased from 1.095 in. to 1.156 in., and twin 1 1/4 in.
S.U . HS2 carburettors replace the original 1 1/8 in. ones, An innovation is
the provision of twin air filters of Cooper paper element type which have
cold air intakes.

Lowering the point of maximum engine torque has made it possible to
close-up the gearbox ratios, bottom gear now being 13·5 to 1 instead of
15·32; second gear is raised from 10·02 to 8·08 to 1, and third gear from
5·96 to 5·73 to 1. The rear axle ratio and top gear remain unchanged.
With the new ratios and higher engine revolutions, maximum speed in
third gear exceeds 60 m.p.h. and in second 40 m.p.h.
No changes have been made to the Sprite's suspension. At the front coil
springs are used, in conjunction with pressed steel wishbones below and
with the damper arms forming the upper links. At the back are 15-leaf
quarter elliptics, which serve also to locate the rigid axle laterally.
Parallel with the springs are longitudinal radius arms acting as torque
reaction members, and Armstrong levertype dampers are fitted.
Bad weather equipment has been improved, new sidescreens with rigid
metal surrounds being a standard provision. The hood folds away into
two separate packages, the hood fabric into a neat roll and the hood
sticks into a protective case. Both items normally are stowed in the boot.
Minor changes to the interior appointments make for greater convenience
in use. For example, on the instrument panel toggle lever switches replace the push-pull type, and the high beam warning light is fitted into
the speedometer instead of being located separately in the facia or in the
optional rev. counter. Sealed beam headlamps are also a standard fitting.
In keeping with previous Policy, the basic model will be offered at as low
a price as possible-£641 9s 2d, inclusive of £189 9s 2d purchase tax. The
de luxe version, with heater-demister - unit, bumpers, overriders,
adjustable passenger seat, revolution counter and screenwasher, costs
approximately £14 more, the exact price being £655 12s 6d. The range of
extras IS listed on page 885.
With its much better-layout and appearance, and its enhanced
performance, the Sprite should make a very favourable impression on
overseas markets, for which all initial production will be reserved.

JUST three years ago me British Motor Corporation introduced the
Austin-Healey Sprite; it was welcomed immediately as the first effort
since the 'thirties by a British manufacturer to market a small, quantityproduced, low-priced sports car. Its continued success has shown that
the manufacturer judged his market correctly, but the Sprite Mark II,
which now replaces it, seems likely to enjoy a still wider popularity.
Certain improvements have greatly increased the amenities of this
hitherto rather stark little car.
Naturally, the first .question likely to be asked is what improvements
have been made. Basically the car remains unchanged, the chassis and
mechanical components being identical to those of the earlier model.
The power unit is the B.M.C. 948 c.c. A-type engine. Modifications
include the raising of the compression ratio from 8·3:1 to 9·0: 1 (the
lower ratio is still available), an increase in the inlet valve diameter and
the adoption of double valve springs; the camshaft and ignition
distributor are also new. Air cleaners of a different pattern are fitted to
the twin S.U. carburettors which have been increased in size from 1 1/8
in. to 1 1/4 in- These changes have so altered the power curve that the
engine now develops 46·5 b.h.p. nett at 5,500 r.p.m. instead of 42·5
b.h.p. at 5,200 r.p.m. A detailed description with drawing appears on
page 873.

More important; however, than the increased power output are me changes that have
been made -to the bodywork, It is,in fact, an entirely new body shape. The very fact
that several firms are selling differently styled bonnets for the Mark I car--as it will
now be called in retrospect shows that hitherto for 'reasons of either esthetics or
efficiency; not everyone liked the shape of the old Sprite. Gone now are the bulbous
headlamps protruding above the bonnet, and no longer does the' whole front body
assembly hinge upwards for access to the engine and forward chassis components. The
bonnet lid now consists of a small panel, the headlamps are faired into the wings, and
the radiator grille has become squarer and larger.
Behind the passenger compartment, which is the .same size as before, the tail has
become less rounded and-most important of all–a locking, exterior lid has been
provided for the luggage boot. All of the main dimensions on the Mark II Sprite are
about the same as its predecessor.
The Autocar received for test a de luxe version of the new Sprite; in this form it costs
about £14 more than the standard, model, but has several items of additional
equipment-a rev counter, windscreen washers, bumpers and overriders, and fore-and-aft
adjustment on the passenger's seat. It is noteworthy that the luxury model is £13
cheaper than the Mark I when it first appeared in 1958, although costing some £23 more
than the Mark I at its final price.
How does the Sprite, in its new guise differ in performance and handling? Before
considering the performance figures obtained, it ,should be mentioned that this new car
is 59 lb. heavier than the previous model. Also, no owner need worry about the increase
in engine power affecting reliability–a . special-bodied Sprite with a much more highly
tuned engine averaged 85·62 m.p.h, for the 24 hours of the Le Mans race last year. It
seems reasonable to contrast the Mark II directly with its forerunner, since many
potential owners will be particularly interested in such a comparison. The results of The
Autocar's Road Test of a hard-top model in November 1959 make a suitable yardstick.
They are, however,not directly comparable since the Mark II Sprite has a close-ratio
gearbox as standard; it was previously available only as an optional extra. This gearbox
has higher ratios for first, second and third, and the maximum speeds in the indirects for
the Mark I and the Mark II respectively are: 23-28 m.p.h., 35-46 m.p.h., 58-68 m.p.h,
The increase in outright maximum speed-is purely fractional but the standing start
acceleration figures are greatly improved. From a standstill the new car covers the
quarter-mile in 21.8sec as compared with 22.3sec, and 60 m.p.h. can now be reached in
19.8sec–3.9sec less. There is a parallel saving in time up to 70 m.p.h. This level of
performance continues until around the 75 m.p.h. mark, after which it falls away and
above 80 m.p.h, speed is gained rather slowly.

Although the standing start figures are thus appreciably better than those previously recorded, a
similar improvement could not be shown on the 20 m.p.h. interval speed figures in the individual
gears. A combination of greater weight and higher gearing in the indirects increases. the necessity to
make .considerable use of the gearbox to keep the engine speed within the high power range, if the
best performance is to be obtained. This does not imply, however, that the engine is intractable and,
indeed, it · pulls as willingly as ever at low crankshaft speeds, and seems smoother than the units
fitted to some earlier 'Sprites.
All the listed' performance figures were taken with the hard top in position. When a maximum speed
run was made with the car open but with the sidescreens in place the fastest speed attained was
reduced by over 6 m.p.h,
As well as the slight increase in weight there has been a small change in its .distribution. There is
proportionately less weight on the front wheels than previously. This has not appreciably altered the
handling characteristics of the car, although it has probably aggravated the tendency of the rear
wheels to steer the car when cornering. It is characteristic of this type .of suspension that the
flattening of the outer rear spring and the arching of the inner one bring the axle out of line with the
chassis and create a mild oversteer, As the car is straightened after a corner the reverse effect is also
'noticed.
Softer Ride
Nearly everyone who drove the car thought that the springing felt softer than previously, although
according to the makers no changes have been made.
Perhaps the additional weight reacting against the springs, results in a slightly greater suspension
movement. As might be expected, however, the ride can still definitely be described as firm and the
car handles best on smooth roads. Cornering on rough surfaces causes the rear wheels to bounce
outwards and the rear axle struck its bump stops rather too easily on rough roads.
Although the above remarks might give the impression that the car did not handle particularly well,
in fact it could be thrown about with almost complete abandon. One of the greatest assets while
treating it in this way is the very direct and sensitive steering with which the suspension's
peculiarities can soon be countered. On the test car the rack and pinion mechanism of the steering
was a little sticky due to its built-in friction damping, but this is merely because it was new.
Experience with the other cars having this type of steering gear has shown that it will loosen up
perfectly after a few thousand miles have been covered. Accordingly, on the test there was
practically no self centering.
There is no doubt that the new gear ratios have improved the versatility of the car-this particular
box, however, was not a good example of its kind. ' The selector lever was easy to move when the
oil was cold but became rather stiff when it warmed up. Synchromesh, on the upper three ratios, was
only beaten by the fastest .changes. First gear was not always very easy to engage when the car was
stationary. The unit was noisy in all gears–especially on the overrun.
It is almost impossible to get something .for nothing, and hand in hand with the improved
performance goes an increase in petrol consumption. The overall figure for the 1,086. miles of the
test' was 33.2 m.p.g, and three pints of oil were added to the engine. A hard. cross-country run of
over 100 miles with the car open .resulted in 2807 m.p.g. and the. best return observed, when 50
.m.p.h, was rarely exceeded, was over 43 m.p.g. Running costs have also been increased since .the
.manufacturers now insist that 100-octane fuel be used with this 9:1 compression ratio engine. When
checking the fuel -consumption rate at 'constant speeds the figure at 30 m.p.h. was found to be no
better, than at 40 m.p.h.–presumably a result of the carburertor needles that provide a relatively rich
mixture' at low speeds for clean pick-up. When in a hurry on .a long journey one had to replenish the
six-gallon petrol tank with irritating frequency.

Most main road bends can be rounded by the Sprite at its natural cruising
speed, and it is on minor roads that the brakes receive most punishment.
For ordinary road use the effectiveness of these brakes must be related to
the car's acceleration; it was only when using full performance on twisty
roads that any signs of fade became evident. For check braking the pedal
pressure seems a little high, and from near-maximum speed the brakes feel
less effective than the figures would seem to indicate. In fact the
retardation figures are outstandingly good. A proper fore-and-aft balance of
weight must partly account for the maximum figure of 0·98g obtained. The
handbrake lever is mounted to the left of the transmission tunnel and held
the car on a l-in-3 test hill without being pulled to the ast notch. The car
could not move off from this incline.

For the price, the standard of finish and bodywork detail is high and there was almost complete
freedom from rattles. An irritating one was made by the side-screen flapping against the
windscreen when the car was open. The bonnet lid of this car vibrated at any speed, but inspection
showed that a slight modification or re-positioning of the rubber stops would probably cure this.
Without doubt one of the greatest improvements is the alteration of the boot for external access-a
feature that everyone has clamoured for since the Sprite was first introduced. That the car now has
a completely lockable compartment greatly increases its potential for touring abroad On the floor
of the boot is the spare wheel, but this does not occupy an excessive amount of room, and the
capacity is good for such a small car.
There is space for a little extra luggage behind the seats and here it was also found possible to seat
two small children. For maps, torches and other miscellaneous items the door pockets are
extremely commodious.
Except behind the seats, where it is carpeted, the floor of the passenger compartment is covered
with rubber matting. The side-screens are well made and have neat sliding Perspex panes. They are
not as rigid as they might be and with the hardtop in place the right-hand one was inclined to lean
out when the car was moving fast . The basic car is sold with a Vynide hood which is mounted over
a tubular frame. This frame is spring-loaded in its sockets so that the hood can be fitted without
straining and then be stretched taut by releasing the spring. At the second attempt one person
managed to unpack the hood from the boot and fit it completely in under four minutes. Removing
it takes a similar length of time.
Both the hardtop and the tonneau cover are extras. The hardtop was worn during most of the test
and made the interior both snug and draught proof. It is even easier to fit and dismount than the
hood and is light enough for one person, to handle, although a woman would probably be grateful
for assistance. Provided with the tonneau cover is a rail to prevent .luggage slipping off the shelf.
As would be expected the amount of noise varied according to whether the car was open or closed,
with hood or hardtop.
It is at its noisiest with the hardtop mounted but one could overcome this by lining the glassfibre
interior.. Mark I Sprite .owners will feel, perfectly at home in the cockpit of the latest model; the
facia layout and driving control positions remain almost identical. Main differences are the
independent switch for the head and side lamps (away from the ignition switch) and the fitting of a
high beam tell-tale light in the speedometer face. All the instruments are simple and easy to read.

Well Placed Controls
Particularly praiseworthy in such a small car is the layout of the pedals, and the heeland-toe technique can be performed without need to twist the ankle to any awkward
angle. Twice during the test the throttles stuck open for no apparent reason. There is
plenty of room to rest the left foot off the clutch pedal. The foot-operated dip-switch
is easy to find, but it is surprising how often, with a relatively low-powered sports car,
the need to dip and to change gear coincide. Illumination from the headlamps, which
are the latest sealed-beam type, is such that they impose no limitation on fast night
driving.
To open the bonnet a toggle below the facia is pulled; when open the new lid gives
access only to the engine. Items needing frequent checking can be reached without
difficulty. Light struts hold the boot and bonnet lids open. Particularly good on this
car was the fresh air heater and ventilator which provided large quantities of hot or
,cold air as required. Flaps either ' side of the transmission cover directed the
airstream to the screen or interior. The temperature could be regulated very accurately
but it was impossible to stop the air flow completely, the control on the facia
apparently needing adjustment.
The car is offered in a cheap basic form and a large list of optional extras is availablenearly all of them were fitted to the car on test. Individual owners can select those that
best suit their pocket and purpose, but the heater and tonneau are almost
indispensable, and the hardtop can be particularly recommended. A cigar Iighter is
very useful in an open car and the twin horns ' could always be heard. B.M.C.approved accessories in this car were the combined lap-straps and diagonal belts, but
the anchorage points for these are now fitted on all Sprites.
Visibility when the car is open is good. With the hardtop or hood in position, however,
even a person of medium stature -found difficulty in seeing much to the side. The
mirror was mounted too low for a reasonable view through the hardtop rear window.
A rather meagre tool kit is provided with the Sprite especially since this is the type or
car that many owners like to 'tinker with. Servicing requirements are moderate there
are 12 greasing points, and a number of other places requiring lubrication every 1,000
miles.

In Memoria – Barney Allen
When I first met Barney, in my ignorance, I thought that was his nickname and since he had just become President
of the Sprite Club he would prefer to be addressed by his correct name. I put this to him and he simply
replied "Barney will do".
A few years later when we had got to know each other well, I asked about his scar and again I didn't get an answer,
just something along the lines of "you ought to see the other guy"
This was typical of Barney, a very private person who compartmented his life.
What impression did he make back in 1961?
He was as tall or taller than anyone in the Club at that time and the best description would be urbane. He always
wore a suit and tie when back in the day a lot of us did as well but Barney's was better. He was clearly a CBD man,
you would never think he could be working anywhere else and to go with it, there was that GPS accent. In addition
he was articulate and could stand in front at a meeting and talk without hesitation so he made an ideal President.
But if that wasn't enough, he was good looking as well. In a time when everyone filled their second seat with
girl/boy friend, parent, mate or pal he always came as Barney Solo -- and that was long before Star Wars. So I was
asked more than once "is he into girls" or "is he spoken for" but I couldn't answer. A couple of the girls dropped a
line in and Barney was quick to pick up on the invitation. After a few words they would part on friendly terms but
not connected. I always assumed he had met the love of his life but he never brought her along nor did he ever
speak of her.
Barney's contribution to the Club was pivotal, he inherited one that was about to implode but turned it around and
built the framework that has allowed it to continue to this day. Bearing in mind that the car itself stopped
production half a century ago and even the manufacturer ceased to exist decades back this is no small feat. Today
the SCCA can claim to be the oldest continuous Sprite Club in the world, all thanks to what Barney created.
But to understand just what he did I need to briefly relate the Clubs early history.
When BMC decided to bring the Sprite out to Australia CKD, the price dropped significantly so Norma and I, along
with many others, promptly bought one.
On collecting it we discovered in the door pocket a note advising there was a Sprite Drivers Club and if we were
interested in joining to ring this number, which Norma did. The inaugural meeting was held in June 1960. We
weren't there (I was at Uni) but the Club was officially launched then and everyone present was co-opted into some
position. Max Loiterton was President, Laurie Stewart Club Captain, his girlfriend Merilee as Secretary with lots of
Assistants, Vices and Deputies helping the Treasurer, Editor, Photographer etc.
Things went slowly the first year with major sponsored events that required a lot of preparation eg the Vaughn and
Lane 500 mile Night Trial. For the last event of 1961 the Committee decided to run a Ball. The venue was hired, a
band booked and catering ordered but it was a disaster because very few attended. Consequently the first meeting
in the new year was acrimonious, those who organised the Ball blaming the non attendees for the fact that the Club
was now broke and the accused claiming they had not been consulted. The upshot was mass resignations and with
the Club about to fold it was then that Barney stepped up and said he would take on the President's position
provided he got help. As those who resigned stormed out, it was only Barney’s enthusiasm, immediate answer to
any problem and innovative ideas for the club that convinced the rest of us to stay.
He proposed me as Club Captain but I said I didn't know what that entailed and he replied"just sit here beside me
and agree with everything I propose". I replied
"just call me Knoddy" and so we became the “Barney and Bob” show holding the only 2 positions he considered
didn’t require any prior qualification. Norma got the Secretary’s position as she had access to printing and similarly
other roles were allocated to those with the necessary background.
The Barney and Bob ticket continued on in the following years getting re-elected unanimously.

Barney’s changes came in immediately –
# Associate Members added to the constitution to keep those who had already sold their Sprite.
# Second Hand Market, an untouched source of new members. Barney arranged for cards to be printed and
distributed to members to put under the wipers of any Sprite they encountered. The card had Norma as contact
person – “boys would like the idea there were girls in the Club and girls would be reassured to find they weren’t the
only female”.
#Club Events would now be run to advertise the Club not the trophy donor. Events will be monthly and at
minimum cost to attract maximum participants. Distance events will be by convoy so we get public attention and
local events (i.e. navigation trials) will be confined to a small area to achieve the same result.
# Club Meetings will be fun. They will be held at BMC or showrooms wherever we can get for free.
Barney excelled in his cryptic navigational trials often based on a clover leaf pattern which allowed him to run it
with just himself at the centre as the one control. The clues often caused great hilarity and confusion
with “reverse Yad Street” – forward on Day Street, “Me Tarzan ..........” – Eugenie Street. These events always
produced new members who were motivated by what they had witnessed -- “I was in Paddington on the weekend
and have never seen so many Sprites driving by.”
He was also decisive in making major decisions such as joining CAMS or when we had problems he banned alcohol
at driving events, a move way ahead of public sentiment at that time. Also following poor behaviour he introduced
a convoy protocol -- Sprites in front and position in convoy maintained with lead car responsible for keeping to
road rules. Disregarding any of the above carried the penalty of expulsion from the Club.
But he was just as quick at coming up with fun ideas. When the Cahill Expressway was opened he decided the Club
should hold its own opening ceremony. We assembled in Macquarie Street, went off in convoy onto the
Expressway where we deliberately occupied both lanes, then on entering the tunnel we bunched up into a 3
abreast phalanx of some 2 dozen Sprites, changed down to 3rd and enjoyed the tremendous resonating sound we
made. A memory I will never forget!
But the total Barney remains an enigma and if someone here today comes up with the claim that he was
secretly Australia’s 007 I would have to give it serious consideration!
Bob Owers
Life Member
SCCA
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Coming Events
Drive through the lower section of the Royal National Park
Time: 9.30am at Rubys Beach cafe, Bulli
Start: 10:30am departure from Ruby's
Details: The restaurant will be booked so please let us know if you are coming
Contact: Keith Smith (email) (phone)0404-631-200
Tuesday 20th November, 7:00pm
Meet at Harry's Café de Wheels
Greenway Plaza 1183-1187 The Horsley Dr, Wetherill Park NSW 2164
Plenty of parking available as well as other food outlets
SCCA AGM: Sunday 25th November.
Starting from 12:00pm with a BBQ lunch followed by the official AGM at 2:30pm
6 Annangrove Road, Kenthurst, NSW
Contact Graham Wells on 02 9654 1344
Saturday December 8th, Meet for Coffee at Parramatta Lake
Time: 10:00am
Contact Greg Holden 0408 777 936
Tuesday 18th December, 7:00pm
Meet at Harry's Café de Wheels
Greenway Plaza 1183-1187 The Horsley Dr, Wetherill Park NSW 2164
Plenty of parking available as well as other food outlets

